Alumni Talk
THE JOURNEY FROM A STUDENT TO AN ENTREPRENEUR
The School of Business conducted a Virtual Alumni Talk on 15th March 2021. The alumni
meet held in virtual mode on MS Teams platform. The guests were our own alumni of
Galgotias University Mr. Vishal Mandal and Mr. Kumar Prabhu Ratnam (2020 Pass out).
They are the proud founders of ShardaKant Organics.
Mr. Mandal started the talk by remembering the old days at Galgotias and how he has seen
ups and downs in life. He shared remarkably interesting events during the student life and
recalled the interaction with faculty members. He asked and advised students to take their life
at campus as an opportunity to explore various dimensions of entrepreneurship.
He shared his inspiration to be an entrepreneur and how failures taught the real lessons of
life. Mr. Prabhu took it further and shared the opportunities during the campus life and how
he took a decision to go for entrepreneurship. He shared the various challenges faced during
the initial days and how they have dealt with it. He emphasized that never take a call by seeing
others because it is extremely easy to judge someone's work but extremely hard to feel the
hard work they have done.
The meeting was attended by more than 80 participants who admired their seniors and got an
opportunity to interact with the successful entrepreneurs. Speakers also emphasized that
there is no short cut so never hesitate and be afraid to take risk in life.
An experienced person can guide far better than books. The main thing in starting a business
is RISK. Students learnt about risk taking, and the challenges to run a firm. Moreover, they
also talked about the unforeseen circumstances and how they can pose a challenge to survive
and talked about their journey during the pandemic. The decisions they took, the strategies
they adopted.
The alumni took many questions of the curious students and answered. The talk ended with
a vote of thanks from the alumni coordinator.
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